Wednesday Walk Report
25/5/2016
Kent McKoy Reserve and Huon Creek in David Winterbottom Park
Leader Dan Jones, Parklands Albury Wodonga

Bridge from David Bayne Park into Clyde Cameron Reserve:
Wednesday Walkers and accompanying dogs paused
on the bridge over Huon creek to note the great work
accomplished here with woody weed removal and
revegetation, especially the re-establishment of
phragmites in the creek bed. There are only a few Box
Elders and Willows to remove to complete the
restoration of this area. Dan advises replacing these
with River Bottlebrush which offer nectar and habitat
for native birds, hold the bank extremely well and
temporarily bend with floodwaters.
We can see some areas of the creek bed recently bared by spraying and physical cleaning out. These
bare areas provide a perfect bed for annual and other weeds to establish and will probably be another
problem within 3 months. Perhaps there are better ways to approach Councils regular cleanup under
bridges so that the area is not just left bare.
Dan also cautions about the use of mulch along creeklines, as it is likely to wash away in a flood and
become a downstream problem.
Walking north to the access track, Clyde Cameron Res on our right, Kent McKoy slope on our left:
Passing a home-made track coming straight down the slope, Dan points out how this promotes
erosion. This track needs to be closed before erosion causes significant damage to the slope and
washes soil onto the pathway below. Mass planting to hide the track, especially using prickly species
like Acacia Paradoxa, and placement of logs will stop use of the track, as well as providing habitat!
Parklands and the Albury Wodonga Mountain Bike (MTB) Club are working in partnership
to construct world standard MTB trails throughout Wodonga’s hill reserves. These trails
take into account the hydrology of each site and ease water across rather than channel it
straight down slopes. They are designed to reduce the rider actions which cause stress to
the track, for example sudden braking and turns. Bends are wide to allow bikes to
negotiate safely. These tracks are also perfect for walkers, allowing people to maintain a
steady rhythm.
There has been some great planting of native understorey done at the base of the hill (thanks John
Broadfoot!). The bark from mature eucalypts and logs have been retained and left to break down – all
part of the cycle and great habitat for lizards and insects. The new plantings will provide nectar as
they flower at different times of year to keep the food supply going for native birds.
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Heading up the slope:
As we step onto the access track up the hill some blue
flashes from the bottlebrushes to our right – the remains of
Satin Bowerbird bower. Good to see this evidence of
mating pairs living in the area (right). To our left are garden
plants at the base of one of the trees – lilies of some sort
and bulbs. These have either been dumped with garden
waste or deliberately planted – either way they are a weed
the native reserve and will spread if left. Both have waxy
leaves which resist spray and will need to be dug out by
hand (below).
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This small area is a good example of the weed suppressing power of
self-mulching Eucalypts, with a thick layer of bark and leaves, and
the shade of the trees themselves, discouraging all but a few annual
weeds. Pulling these up by hand as you see them is one of the most
valuable things you can do in keeping the weed population down
(left). They can be just left on the ground to break down, or if
seeding, taken away with you.
To our right, caught in the act of escaping from a back fence is
this creeper, creeping along the ground and up into a tree in
the reserve (right). This is another example of a waxy- leaved
plant which would be very hard to kill with weed spray; the
spray can’t ‘stick’ to the leaves to be absorbed by the plant.
These then must be removed by hand which can be a huge
task once they really get hold.
As we move up
the hill in a more
open area more
garden escapees
are evident,
especially to our
left. Euphorbia
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(left x 2) has made a very successful run into the reserve further up the hill. This is a little known but
potentially very bad environmental weed. It’s milky sap is poisonous and burns eyes on contact, it
survives with very little water and spreads by millions of tiny seeds. This should be a priority for hand
removal while the soil is soft.
The palm seedling (below) should also be removed soon while it can be dug out by hand: once mature
these are very hard work to remove.

Here also we
find a
healthy
specimen of

Cootamundra wattle -the first we have seen on our
Wednesday Walks (below left). This is a native wattle but a woody weed for the same reasons as nonnatives; it takes over where local natives should be, displacing the balance of the local natural cycles.
It is distinguished from the local Silver
wattle by it’s
blue-grey leaves and single stem with
leave
radiating out all along.
This photo also shows how the parent
Cootamundra wattle has been felled but
The thinking has changed on leaving
break down in urban parks as a) this
specimen is close to houses and therefore
becomes a fire hazard, and b) the debris
sanctuary for seeds to emerge (as has
here). Dan advises to cut and remove the
to allow access for further control as
emerge.

left in- situ.
debris to
particular
the debris
provides
happened
parent tree
seedlings

Paspalum and phalaris are well established in this area – leftover
agricultural plants which would have been encouraged when this
was a grazing property. They are aggressive clumping plants
which outcompete native grasses. Phalaris plants in particular can
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become massive and present a terrible fire hazard in summer (right).
Dan advises planting trees into areas of agricultural weeds like these. The trees will grow up and shade
out the grasses to the point where planting natives will be much easier.
Still on the slope we encounter some well tended exotic garden and fruit trees which one of the
neighbours has obviously planted. Unfortunately chief amongst
them are Chinese tallows – lovely autumn leaves but also one of
the many woody weeds choking House creek below (right). Not
much use doing all that hard work along the creeks if people are
planting them in the bush reserves above!
Tough bulbs have also been planted and lawn clippings used as
mulch – all bad news in a bush reserve, with lawn clippings
carrying non-native seeds and creating perfect spaces for annual
weeds, bulbs tough and able to spread by themselves.
Possibly also planted are yuccas – definitely non-native and weedy
(below). These need to go!

On the ridge
Further up where the trail becomes less steep there is
better news. Neighbours are obviously mowing a
substantial strip behind their houses here, between
fences and the track. As this is mostly Kikuyu this creates
a green firebreak behind the
houses and keeps the Kikuyu under
some control.
To the left of the track there are well established stands of native grasses – Red
leg grass and Weeping Grass in particular, exhibiting the clumping behaviour
that leaves space in between clumps for other plants. These are beautiful native
grasses that don’t require mowing. Weeping Grass (microlaena stipoides) (right
x 2) in particular creates a green sward in summer when weedy
annual and perennials are a dry fire hazard.

Did you know that many birds need standing dead trees to perch?
High up, they can have a 360 degree view from a dead limb, but not
from a live tree. Eagles and hawks can often be seen on the lookout for dinner from a standing dead
tree.
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In the open area to the left of the track is a dead tree. Dan advises this as a perfect spot for an ‘island’
planting. A thick planting including prickly plants around this tree will inhibit access by people and
possible issues with falling limbs. The dead tree will remain as a perch. New trees can be planted at
the outer edges of the new ‘island’, shading out competition from annual weeds as they grow.

Nest boxes could be installed in this area also, as long
as flowering understorey shrubs are planted to
provide year-round food sources.
Heading south-west we inspect last year’s planting
on the southern slope, which is looking good. (Acacia paradoxa, below) There is a problem area in
here where a tree has been cut and left, and is now harbouring blackberries, wild tobacco and other
weeds (below right). This could be removed to enable treatment of the weeds. The whole area could
then be replanted with natives and any fallen timber retained once they have established.
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Down the slope to David Winterbottom Park
The recent clean out of silt from the dam at the bottom of
the slope seem to have been quite heavy handed, with all of
the reeds and phragmites removed from the banks, and the
mown area extended up the slope. Dan suggests
revegetating right down to the northern edge of the dam (in
the left on this photo), leaving the west and south sides as
mown park while extending the corridor linking hill to
floodplain.
In the park the wetland is looking fantastic (left), with
blackberries no longer evident,
phragmites looking very healthy and
new trees doing well. Those nearest the
path are non-indigenous natives; the
ones on the edge of the wetland are
indigenous eucalypts. The phragmites
is providing perfect habitat for small
birds, while the flowers and insects on
these trees as they mature will provide
another source of food.
As we are all familiar with the
revegetation works done in the western end (and running out of time) we turn down the slashed track
following Huon creek back east – but not before Dan makes a point of noting the tremendous work
done by the Friends group over the past year in removing blockages from the creek, clearing
blackberries and weeds and planting significant sections of the riparian zone.
The slashed track is a new work in progress for the David Winterbottom Park group, aiming to provide
a ‘wilder’ walk for adventurers and people with dogs. It is certainly a challenging section of the creek,
with almost no native vegetation still growing. Instead are willows, poplars, blackberry, ivy, periwinkle
and other weeds, in abundance (below x 3).
Note the difference between the Weeping willow in the centre and the Black willow to the right in the
centre photo below. While no willows are desirable in the long term, Black willows are an aggressive
woody weed and a real threat to our creeks. Weeping willows don’t tend to spread as much and can be
left for a staged removal
program once priority weeds
are dealt with.
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It’s not all bad news though; to our left is the healthy wetland, to our
right are more phragmites in the creek bed, with revegetation plantings
showing their heads above the reeds after only one season (right). Dan is
wrapt to find a stand of bracken fern
growing, which is very rare in this area. “This
needs looking after!” Bracken (left) is
commonly thought of as a weed, but it is
only an issue in agricultural land. In the bush
the attributes that farmers don’t like will
actually work in our favour!

Bracken fern (Pteridium esculentum) is a native perennial fern found in open forest. Bracken fern’s
extensive root system has many fine roots in the soil surface which enables the fern to compete
effectively with other plants for moisture and nutrients. Old, dead fronds often remain in the stand
and form dense mulch on the ground, inhibiting the germination and growth of other plants. In dense
undisturbed bracken stands, the canopy can crowd out and shade other species and dominate an
area. (NSW DPI)
Near the bracken stand is an old willow which has developed hollows. The worn bark around the
hollow on the south side shows that it is definitely in use by an animal – probably a possum (below,
right). The hollow on the north side is also obviously in use – by bees (below, left). Willows do form
hollows and provide habitat, but do not provide any of the other ecosystem services that native plants
do. In the long run, it is 100% better to provide a range of flowering native shrubs and trees, with nest
boxes where there are no hollows available.
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we head back to the paved footpath, the blackberries popping up under our
feet are a reminder of the vigilance required to restore native vegetation to
such a disturbed area.

Walking east, creek to our right:
Further down the creek Brian points out a good example of how willows
block the creek. Even though the willows have been cut down, the large
root structure and trunk remaining form a substantial blockage - almost an
island -in the centre of the creek (right). When the water rises it must go
around this blockage, potentially eroding the banks on either side. This is
also a perfect example of how phragmites is protecting the banks and
behaving very differently from the willow: lying
down to allow the water to pass over it (right).
A poly pipe leading to the water (left) causes
discussion around the legality and morality of residents taking water from the
creek. Is this permitted in the urban areas? Is there some historic precedent
allowing some people to take water but not others? This will be a question for
NECMA…
Looking back to the slope into Kent McKoy reserve on
our left, we see scattered woody weeds including privet
and prunus. These could be easily eliminated with hand pulling of the smaller
plants and a ‘cut and paint’ working bee. A couple of the prunus are quite large
and will require chainsaw work as well. Dan shows us how easily privet is pulled
once the rain has softened the ground; now is the time!
Here we also find a great close-up view of flowering ironbarks to finish our walk
on a high note. Thanks everyone!
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In Summary: Kent McKoy Reserve and David Winterbottom Park
Assets
Unique geographical situation of hill meeting riparian zone in reserve – meeting zone of different
vegetation types.
Hillside and ridge reserve with significant woody weed control already done within existing native
remnant vegetation.
Extensive and healthy stands of native grasses on Kent McKoy reserve.
Wide Riparian corridor providing a recreational and environmental green space in central Wodonga.
Large remnant trees, older parkland and more recent creek line native plantings
Established relatively high quality mulched beds with ongoing community monitoring ensuring viability
into the future.
Neighbours with obvious interest in stewardship in Kent McKoy reserve
‘Can do’ Friends groups, engaged and supportive community & council

Threats
Homemade tracks and trails – erosion.
Planting of garden plants in reserve (Chinese tallow, fruit trees).
Degree of difficulty in accessing wetland for blackberry control.
Woody Weeds in riparian zone and hillside (Black Willow, Box Elder, Ash, Broom, Poplars)
Berry based / fox bird spread plants (Privet, Briar Rose, Prunus, Blackberry, Ivy)
Non local Weedy Wattles (Cootamundra Wattle especially on Kent McKoy)
Other weeds (Iris, Euphorbia, Lilies, Periwinkle, Ivy, Ornamental grapes)

Management Actions
Planning
Develop a map based strategic Plan of Action for both reserves – showing core Assets, Threats and
Actions proposed and demonstrating the Vision.
Stage community works - Focus on maintenance, protection and enhancement of existing work zones
– consolidate these before expansion,
Determine what’s manageable/ viable based on Community and Council support and resources
(volunteers, mulch, chainsaw / cut and paste options, Green Corp, Council crews; level of community /
local landholders support etc)

Engage private landholders adjoining creek and Kent McKoy reserves:
Community events particularly in Kent McKoy to build up goodwill.
Circulation or letter drop of pamphlets re Bush Invaders; reserve Aims and Management Plan; how you
(private landholders) can help; Assistance available (incentives, plants, etc); plant lists of preferred and
suitable non weedy natives for creek line.
Project opportunities: Bike trail track building workshops to engage kids and dads and teach them how
to build best practice bush trails; Gardens for Wildlife events to engage and educate re native plants
and weeds; walking loop around Kent McKoy ridge, safe access to Kent McKoy.

General Engagement and Awareness:
Increase community Awareness - Natives vs Exotics/ Weeds species ID & recognition & Understanding
of threat status.
Negotiate with Council re strategic slashing of native grasses, general cessation of planting woody
weed species in Wodonga.
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Edge zones: Residential mow zone of kikuyu on Kent McKoy good for fire prevention. Round up edge
zones have NO value – only encourage annual weeds and erosion.

Revegetation
Aim for
Indigenous trees every 25m for arboreal mammals and suppression of grasses/ weeds.
Indigenous understorey for food source and habitat
Huon Creek = Exotic free zone (Natives only)
Methods
Remove weeds in 30cm circle before planting (scalp/spray/shade out)
Take advantage of competition and weed suppression principles - plant near established trees
Mulched zones OK provided under existing established native tree zones (and out of flood zone) and
edged both sides preferably eg track edge.
Priorities
Establish understorey on slope and around isolated trees
Stabilize creek banks with River Bottlebrush
Riparian zone generally
Strengthen links between ridge, slope, riparian zone

Woody / weed control
Methods:
Hand pulling small plants before difficult to manage (winter ideal)
Cut and paste slightly larger plants
Frill & paste or Chainsaw large plants
Approach:
Follow Bradley Technique - Protection of Best bits First.
Undertake the majority of weed maintenance in riparian zone during summer when creek low and
bed/bank accessible.
Map progress
Green Army CoW potential for Woody Weed cut and paste
Landmates potential chainsaw crew - use Mulcher for waste via CoW or contract
Priorities:
Prioritise aggressive invaders (Euphorbia, Chinese Tallow, Box elder, privet, poplars, black willow,
palm)

Connectivity
Install nest boxes with revegetation plantings
Creek Hillside connection above bike track (weed control emphasis)
Huon Creek to House Creek riparian zone.
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